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1. Provide subordinates with specific documents on their responsibilities, define tasks, 

formulate goals and clarify the line of behavior of employees to achieve them; 

2. Accurate clarification of the reasons for people's behavior. 

3. Reject moral advice and threats. 

4. Applying a penalty if the employee deserves it. 

5. Searching for a way out of aggravating situations instead of clarifying relations. 

6. Don't let others get you off balance. 

7. Avoid conflicts and discontent among subordinates. 

8. Constantly work on the correct expression of thoughts. 

9. Learn to listen carefully. 

 
1. Risk management mechanism of industrial enterprise [Text]: monograph / Y. V. Tyuleneva [et al. 

2. Posokhov I. M. Theoretical and practical aspects of corporate risk management [Text]: monograph / Posokhov I. M. - 

Kharkiv: Slovo, 2014. - 499 p. 

3. Project management: risk and change management in management decision-making processes: monograph / O. B. 

Danchenko, V. O. Zanora - Cherkasy: Chabanenko Y. A., 2019. 278 p. 
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DETERMINANTS OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF FOREIGN ECONOMIC ACTIVITY IN 

HUNGARY 

 

Economic theory defines innovation in foreign economic activity as an important resource for 

the economy. Exports allow increasing economic growth due to an increase in demand for goods and 

services [1-12]. Imports not only contribute to domestic competition, but also in the global economy 

serves as an important link in value chains, allows you to supplement the domestic market with high-

quality goods that the country does not produce.  There are different points of view on the ratio of 

exports to imports. Scientists do not always speak positively about increasing imports [2, 3], but 

always note the importance of exports [3], questions about the impact of openness on the stability of 

the economy and import substitution [1, 4]. 

The question of the key factors of innovative development of export potential in the context of 

innovation, digital economy, and e-commerce remains insufficiently studied.  In this regard, the 

experience of countries with open economies and a high degree of integration into world economic 

relations is of interest. 

The purpose of the scientific report is to analyze innovative development, forecast export-

import flows, identify key factors in increasing the export potential of Hungary. The hypothesis of 

the study is that the key factors of innovative development of the export potential of Hungary are 

smart investments in the transport and logistics system, human capital in the medium and high-tech 

sector, high-tech sector service vector, investments in scientific research, e-commerce. 

The question of foreign trade and factors in the development of Hungary export potential is not 

at all trivial.  On the one hand, Hungary is uniquely positioned in the center of Europe, surrounded 

by countries that are in roughly equal trade conditions. 

This position of Hungary on the map of Europe allows us to conclude that foreign trade has a 

positive trend, the share of exports is consistently increasing. This state of affairs was influenced by 

the large-scale attraction of foreign direct investment, which from 1989 to 2021 amounted to more 

than 100 billion. The main areas of investment were the basic ones for the long-term development of 
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the sector: automotive, IT-technologies, electronics, food industry, logistics, as well as the activities 

of service enterprises.  An important step to stimulate the economy was the government initiative to 

reduce corporate tax from 19% to 9%. 

The development of the Hungarian economy was negatively affected by the frontal financial 

crisis. It is important to note that the turning point for export growth was the stage of overcoming the 

2009 crisis. Up to this point, the Hungarian economy had successfully accumulated export potential, 

forming a powerful framework of export potential factors - transport infrastructure, educational 

potential, increasing investments in the economy. The growth rate of foreign trade in 2011–2021 

decreased significantly, and the share of exports is decreasing. One could assume that the Hungarian 

economy has entered a phase of maturity, trade and economic ties have been formed. 

The results of our studies also show the presence of positive tendential. For example, the export 

forecast with an accuracy of 86% (R2 = 0.86) shows that exports will increase in the coming years. 

At the same time, we note that the COVID-19 pandemic has had a negative impact on Hungarian 

exports, which decreased by 2.7% in 2020. However, our retrospective analysis of external trade 

turnover allows us to count on an early adaptation and continuation of the upward trend. 

As for imports, the forecast values indicate an increase in values. The accuracy of the forecast 

was 82% (R2 = 0.83). Under the influence of the pandemic, imports showed a decrease slightly higher 

than exports - 4.7%. 

In the structure of Hungarian exports in 2019, the most significant items are cars and vehicles 

(57.4%), processed products (30.7%), food, beverages, tobacco (6.9%). Export products with a high 

proportion in the group "Machines and Equipment" are road vehicles, their share is 30%. Processing 

products are actively developing, the export of pharmaceutical products has reached 16%. The 

processes of internationalization of the Hungarian economy cause a high exchange of goods with 

technological products. Along with high exports, imports of cars and vehicles, amounting to 48.5%, 

have high values. The share of imports of processed products is 36%, energy carriers - 8%. Thus, it 

is possible to note the industrial type of development of the Hungarian economy, focused on the 

development of production with a high share of added value. 

It is advisable to supplement Hungary's export-import profile with data on the most important 

trading partners. These are, first of all, the EU countries: Germany with a share of trade turnover of 

more than 26%, Austria, Slovakia, Poland, Italy. Among the countries outside the European Union, 

an important place in foreign trade is occupied by such countries as China (6.1%), Ukraine (2.8%) 

[3, 4, 11]. 

In this report under export potential, we are understanding the totality of the country's resources 

and capabilities to increase foreign trade. In earlier studies, it was revealed that the transport 

infrastructure has a key role in the development of export-import operations. In addition, current 

trends show the outstripping growth of e-commerce, the need to increase spending on research and 

development. In this regard, a hypothesis was put forward about the key importance in increasing 

external trade of such indicators as road networks (km), costs for RESEARCH (% of GDP), the share 

of people employed in medium-, high-tech industries and knowledge-intensive service sectors (%), 

the share of turnover of enterprises in e-commerce (%). Using the multiple regression method, us 

prove Dens calculations in the STATISTICA program for the period 2008–2021, which confirmed 

the correctness of the hypothesis put forward [3, 4].   

The study made it possible to confirm the stability of the dynamics of Hungary's foreign trade 

turnover due to the high level of involvement in international world economic relations. It can be 

expected that the upward trend towards the integration of the Hungarian economy will continue due 

to an increase in exports [3, 7 10]. In turn, the regression model of export potential shows that 

Hungary is already forming important prerequisites for future development based on an export-

oriented economy. Thus, the country has a developed network of highways connecting the Hungarian 

regions with other EU countries, and also opens access to the markets of Ukraine and China. The 

positive dynamics of spending on research and development is the basis for the formation of medium- 

and high-tech exports, as well as services in knowledge-intensive industries. It is important to note 
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that Hungary uses both its own incentive mechanisms and is a participant in pan-European programs 

in the field of sustainable development.  development and innovation of Horizon Europe, cross-border 

cooperation Interreg and others. The key to future economic growth based on innovation is highly 

qualified potential. The share of people employed in the high-tech and knowledge-intensive sectors 

is consistently increasing. Hungarian business is increasingly using the opportunities of e-commerce, 

the share of turnover in this area is also increasing. Summarizing, we note that the conclusion about 

the key factors of export potential (road infrastructure, investments in research and development, 

human resources, e-commerce) is true, in our opinion, not only in relation to the Hungarian economy. 

Empirical data confirmed previously expressed theoretical hypotheses and conclusions regarding 

some of the factors presented in the work. For any country in the world, it is important to develop 

infrastructure, human capital, new technologies as the basis for future economic growth. Hungary is 

already benefiting from smart investments in innovation and transport infrastructure. 
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THEORETICAL ESSENCE OF INNOVATIVE MARKETING 

 

Over the past decade, a direction called innovation marketing has emerged in marketing theory 

[1-12]. Practice shows that almost all successfully developing enterprises in the market owe their 

success to innovation. The leading role in ensuring the success of the market activities of the innovator 

enterprise belongs to the marketingof the company.  
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